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T

oday, there are hundreds of thousands of
counterfeited driver's licenses and ID cards
in circulation across the United States. Most
of these are flooding in from counterfeiting
websites based in foreign countries, while
others are produced from dorm rooms and offcampus housing in college towns.
The majority of these documents fall into the
hands of underage drinkers. However, these
mostly college students seeking to get into bars
and liquor stores have created a counterfeiting
market, and this counterfeiting market is being
exploited by serious criminals and terrorists.
Though the obvious solution is to seek ways to
shut down these websites, this is an extremely
difficult task that requires cooperation and
involvement of many different law enforcement
agencies with different laws, jurisdictions, and
levels of effectiveness. Furthermore, once
one website is shut down, new websites from
different countries have and will fill in the space.
The problem and the solutions are much more
complicated and are detailed in this paper.

What NOT to Do:
States shouldn't lag
behind. Certain states like
Pennsylvania and Arizona
have done so - Residents
of Arizona still use a
driver's license format
issued since 2001 which
employs security features
that were not even
up to date back then.
Security on the Arizona
identity documents are about fifteen years out of date.
Criminals exploit that vulnerability to recreate the
Arizona driver's license and ID card with simple digital
image manipulation techniques and supplies from a
print shop.
Furthermore, these
licenses are issued with
a validity until the holder
turns sixty-five.
Having a state issued
identity card that is easily counterfeited and is valid for
nearly a lifetime has made the Arizona driver's license
one of the most counterfeited in the nation and has
subjected that state and its neighbors to immense
fraud and criminal enterprising.
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College kids are easily getting IDs made in China
that scan and can pass TSA inspections.

Who else can, too?

Above represents convicted terrorists involved in major plots in the last few years, from the Christmas Day Bomber, the Times Square Bomber, Khalid
Aldawsari, and the Fountain Place Tower Bomber.

The Danger:
Who is Boarding your Aircraft?

M

any counterfeit IDs are high quality enough that
they can scan and pass Credential Authentication
Technology/Boarding Pass Scanning System (CAT/BPSS)
used at U.S. airports. Additionally, the fake ID makers are
constantly upgrading the counterfeit security features
to compete with the states that are improving their
document security.
Counterfeiting operations, particularly those in foreign
countries, illustrate the vulnerabilities of TSA checks to
counterfeit driver’s licenses printed with bar codes. The
9/11 terrorists were able to carry out their attacks by
using over 30 different state-issued IDs between 18 of
the hijackers. They used these IDs to open bank accounts,
enroll in flight schools, evade law enforcement detection,
and, ultimately, board their September 11 flights. And we
know that the terrorist threat has not dissipated since
then, as a recent report shows 60 terrorist plots have been
attempted since 9/11. Nor have the terrorists changed
their operational method, which is targeting aircraft and
using counterfeit identity documents.

Who is Buying Alcohol?
Counterfeit IDs, especially fake driver’s licenses, are
commonplace in collegiate life. Studies show that more
than half of underage college students think alcohol is
‘very easy’ to obtain. Many undergraduate students obtain
counterfeit IDs as a ‘rite of passage,’ not recognizing the
risks. Each year, 5,000 Americans under the age of 21 die
from drinking alcohol, most of it purchased with a fake ID.

Where is that Identity Information Going?
When purchasing fake IDs from counterfeiters, certain
personal information is required along with the payment.
Providing this information to manufacturers has led to
the manufacturers then reselling that information to
identity thieves. Even when fake information is given to the
counterfeiter, the counterfeiters often search the web for
genuine information via Facebook or other social media.

Who is Hiding in your Community?
A significant amount of these counterfeit IDs are being
sold to customers over 21. While the probability is slim
that these customers are seeking to use counterfeit IDs to
board an aircraft (but not negligible), the probability is high
that such customers are involved in some sort of identity
theft or fraud. The first, and often easiest, step into
changing or hiding an identity to escape a criminal past or
build a new future in someone else's name is to obtain a
driver's license bearing information that is not one's own.
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Other Common Criminal uses
for Counterfeit IDs
- Fugitives seeking to change their
identities
- Thieves and terrorists opening bank
accounts under false identities
- Habitual drunk drivers trying to stay
on the road
- Identity thieves
- Welfare and Medicare fraudsters
- Deadbeat dads
- Convicted sex offenders

A Highly Successful Business Model:
One reason these counterfeiting websites are so difficult to
combat is that they have created such a highly successful
and easily replicated model of operation. When one site
falls under investigation or is shutdown, another can easily
pop-up.

"All documents for the
undercover brother, such
as identity cards and
passports, should be
falsified."

Direct Dealing:
Counterfeiters operate by conducting direct deals between
a counterfeiter ring and end user. This is often done on an
offshore website, on anonymous forums, or via the deep
web (content not indexed by standard search engines).

- al-Qaeda training manual

"For terrorists, travel documents are as important
as weapons."
- 9/11 Commission Report

Customer Service:
Via website, e-mail and forums. Aggressive responses
to assuage potential customers’ concerns that company
may be a scam; Offer to send duplicates for free if ID is
confiscated.

Pricing:
Low costs, some from $70, and price breaks for bulk orders.

Marketing:
Word of mouth, especially on college campuses, web
forums (Zoklet.net, Yahoo answers, bodybuilding.com);
Promotions through Zoklet.net, Twitter and Facebook
specials.

Constant Upgrades
Customers for counterfeit IDs from foreign websites are
always on the lookout for enhancements. Improvements
such as scannable MRZs have been constantly upgraded in
increments - some of the ink they are using has carbon and
are in the infrared spectrum (some aren’t).

“Unsuspecting teenagers may be buying more than
access to alcohol. They're being targeted for identity
theft. ID Chief is selling their information. And kids are
now finding out that they have thousands of, hundreds
of thousands of dollars worth of debt.”

International Counterfeiter Case
Study: IDChief

A

s more state anti-fraud units are arresting and
prosecuting ID rings in the U.S., individuals seeking
fake identity documents are purchasing high quality
counterfeit U.S. driver's licenses from overseas. These are
shipped to the U.S. in covert packaging, often inside cheap
toys and trinkets. One of the largest known dealers of
these fake state IDs was the company "IDChief."
IDChief manufactured high quality, low cost, custom
counterfeit identification cards from 22 different states, as
well as different countries. Users submitted photo images
and biographical information via the website and the IDs
were produced and shipped from China, hidden in toys to
pass through customs inspection. In operation for at least
two years, it was reportedly responsible for almost 3/4
of all fake IDs in the U.S. until it was shutdown in August
2012. However, its business model persists.
With modern web techniques, there is direct exchange
between dealer and end user. Anonymous email servers,
Twitter accounts, blogs, torrents, and underground forums
allow for the mass proliferation of these items through
black markets.
IDChief is gone, but dozens of fake ID manufacturers seek
to fill that massive void.

- Montgomery County Police Officer Bill Morrison
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Customer Case Study: Aldawsari

How:
42 liters of chemical explosives
Life-like baby dolls
Obtaining a counterfeit birth certificate
Fraudulently obtaining driver’s licenses

Sens. Kirk, Durbin, Grassley, and Harkin, letter to Zhang
Yesui, China’s ambassador to the United States:
The letter asked China to shut down companies selling fake
IDs, saying lawmakers are concerned that the fraudulent
documents “will get into the hands of terrorists that can
use them to circumvent our security infrastructure in their
plot to harm our country.”
Although there was no official response from the Chinese,
within days of the letter’s arrival, the website announced it
was closing.

S

audi national Khalid Ali-M Aldawsari carefully
documented his plans to attack U.S. nuclear
power plants, nightclubs, 12 reservoirs and dams
throughout California and Colorado, New York City streets
during rush hour, the home of former President George W.
Bush and the homes of three U.S. army veterans.
He also planned to create his own al-Qaeda cell to raise
other terrorists within our borders and provide them with
funding and training.
He purchased 42 liters of chemicals and the requisite
batteries, switches, conductor and initiators to create
improvised explosive devices he planned to insert into lifelike baby dolls.
Uncovered in his journal were the next "important steps"
in carrying out the attacks. Among them was obtaining a
forged U.S. birth certificate, which he would then use to
apply for a U.S. Passport and multiple driver's licenses.
He would use these driver's licenses to rent cars, using a
different license for each rental. He would then dispatch
these cars packed with explosives to different targets,
where he could detonate them remotely and evade
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detection.
However, his plot
was discovered
due to a careless
error in his
shipping order for
more explosive
chemicals.
Aldawsari was
convicted in
November 2012 of
attempted use of
weapons of mass
destruction and
will serve life in
prison.

Customer Case Study:
The Ben Bernanke ID Theft Case

I

n 2009, Ben Bernanke, Chairman of the Federal Reserve,
was a victim of identity theft and subsequent bank
account fraud by an imposter who stole his identity. This
crime was comitted by a relatively sophisticated criminal
ring operating in multiple cities throughout the United
States.
The Ben Bernanke identity
theft case is perhaps
one of the most striking
and brazen examples
of impersonation made
possible by counterfeit
driver’s licenses. Public
documents released by the
court provide insight into
how a small but effective
organized crime ring
operated to commit the
fraud.

Operation utilized specialized skill sets of the gang
members with divisions of labor: pickpocket theft,
counterfeiting of driver's licenses for use as identity
documents, counterfeiting of bank drafts (checks), and the
impersonation of the victims to present checks drawn on
other victims’ accounts to bank tellers for conversion to
cash.
The professional pick pockets in the gang stole wallets
from well dressed people in up scale coffee shops and at
sports events. Anna Bernanke, Mr. Bernanke's wife, had
her purse stolen by one of these operatives at a Starbucks
in Washington, DC, not far from the nation’s Capitol. The
pickpockets “pocketed” the cash, and used the Social
Security card, checkbook, credit cards and driver’s license
also found in the purse to assist in the bank account thefts.
The first part of the group would gather stolen driver's
licenses in bundles and provide these to the counterfeiting
specialists. This second group used laptops, scanners, and
card printers to produce counterfeit driver's licenses of
those pickpocket victims who were selected as “fronts”
for the impersonators. Of course, the photo images used
would be images of “Cannon to the Wiz” gang members.
The third component of the gang would make out checks,
as in the case of Mrs. Bernanke, to the “front” victim’s
name. The gang member would present a counterfeit
driver’s license that had the same issuance number and
address on it as the stolen ID, in case the bank wanted to
use an identity verification service. The stolen checks and
credit cards, together with counterfeit driver's licenses
were packaged and express mailed to pre-arranged
addresses in various cities. For example, packages
were mailed to Washington, DC from Chicago, and from
Washington, DC to Jacksonville, Florida. This was primarily
to allow use of the counterfeit driver's licenses as identity
cards in states where it would be less likely that they would
be recognized as counterfeits.
Money was stolen from the Bernankes by cashing checks
on their bank account just days after the purse was
stolen, so the criminals acted quickly before banks had
been alerted of the theft (an “unlucky” theft, because the
prominence of Mr. Bernanke led to an investigation by the
Secret Service and the FBI). Losses from the gangs fraud
operations totaled more than $2.1 million and involved
at least 10 financial institutions, Virginia court documents
said. Clyde Austin Gray Jr. of Waldorf, Md., a ringleader
and master counterfeiter in the scheme, pleaded guilty to
identity theft on July 22, 2009 in Alexandria, Va., federal
court.

The “Cannon to the Wiz” gang operated from two
cities: Washington, DC and Chicago. The mode of
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Customer Case Study:
Boston Marathon Bombing

T

he late Tamerlan Tsarnaev, presumptive mastermind
of the Boston Marathon bomb attack that claimed four
lives, sought instruction manuals for counterfeiting birth
certificates, driver's licenses, and various other identity
documents via an online book vendor.
Tsarnaev created an Amazon "Wish List" of books and
other items he sought to acquire. The 26 year old
immigrant allegedly conspired with his younger brother,
Dzhokhar, to detonate two bombs at the Boston Marathon
finish line on April 15; he died three days later after a
gunfight with police.
The list Tamerlan Tsarnaev posted was full of volumes
on Chechen and revolutionary history, the mafia, and
organized crime. However, it also included five guides
on identity document counterfeiting, both from the
perspective of auditors and law enforcement as well as
from the perspective of criminals.
Included in the wish list are the following titles:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The I.D. Forger: Homemade Birth Certificates 		
and Other Documents Explained
How to Make Driver's Licenses and Other ID 		
on Your Home Computer
Secrets Of A Back Alley ID Man: Fake Id
Construction Techniques Of The Underground
Document Fraud and Other Crimes of Deception
Principles of Fraud Examination

The reading list reflects the methodology proscribed in
the al-Qaeda training manual, which instructs undercover
operatives that "all documents for the undercover brother,
such as identity cards and passports, should be falsified."
These instructions were also followed by the 9/11
hijackers, 18 of whom held over 30 different fraudulently
obtained driver's licenses and ID cards used to carry out
their attacks by opening bank accounts, evading law
enforcement, obtaining credit cards, and boarding aircraft.

Counterfeiter Case Study: The PostIDChief Foreign Counterfeiters

W

hen the supplier of three quarters of fake IDs
gets shutdown, a huge market was left open.
The shutdown of IDChief left a tremendous vacuum
of ID counterfeiting for customers looking to obtain
cheap and easy, high-quality counterfeits. People all
over the world began to post questions on internet
forums, blogs, and social media, trying to find the next
effectively operating website. These new sites began to
surface.

Delaware Fakes:
Offered counterfeit IDs from four states: Delaware, New
York, North Carolina, and Tennessee. Was at one time
succeeding as a smaller, cheaper vendor in the shadow
of IDChief, but was overwhelmed with orders after the
shutdown and stopped shipping IDs while still collecting
money.

ID Genie:
Offers 21 states and a counterfeit
of an Australian ID card. ID Genie
is a more expensive option for
customers at $250 per single order of duplicates. Highly
accurate replications of security features in different
states with continuing updates.
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Silk Road:
Silk Road was an
online black market
on the Deep Web (content not indexed by standard search
engines). It is operated through TOR, The Onion Routing
project developed by the U.S. Navy as a way to conceal
and protect government communications. Using programs
that interact with TOR network, users browse sites such
as Silk Road relatively anonymously and securely. Silk
Road was known widely as an internet drug bazaar, but
fake IDs made up a significant part of the $1 billion worth
of transactions. Many counterfeit ID vendors were able
to set up online stores via the anonymous underground
market. Counterfeiters also started accepting payments
via the digital currency Bitcoins to further conceal their
crimes. Silk Road was recently shutdown following a
federal investigation. Yet, many sites still exist to purchase
counterfeiting materials, personal identity information,
and complete identification packages.

New ID:

This site
operates out
of Malaysia
and offers
counterfeit IDs from about 20 different states, with
a modest enterprise compared to IDChief. The site's
operators claim to manually inspect each shipment for
quality control before it goes out. They update frequently
and costs are $150 per ID and below. New ID also operates
with a site called NewHolos, which claims to sell many of
the teslin-based IDs and can replicate the multispectral
holograms for $2.00 per item and below.

Recommendations:

L

aw enforcement actions by federal officials, led by
the FBI and ICE, are notable, but are only capable of
arresting a small proportion of the criminal gangs who
produce and sell the counterfeits. In order to be more
effective, the following solutions should be considered:

Increase the Physical Security of
Identification Documents:
Adding special codes or security elements to bar codes
that are expensive to counterfeit will drive down the
supply of counterfeits and make recognizing counterfeits
still being produced much easier for law enforcement and
security personnel.

There are a number of ways in which these security
features can be incorporated. For example, certain card
stock materials are more difficult to counterfeit than
others, such as polycarbonate. Other options include
the design and implementation of newer overt, covert,
and forensic features unique to the state of issuance into
the documents, such as microtext and optically variable
devices.
However, no matter how cutting edge the security features
employed are, it is always a matter of time until the
criminals catch up. It is imperative that states continue to
upgrade their features and reissue new cards.

Train the Gatekeepers:
Frontline personnel in vulnerable areas of commerce,
federal building security personnel, and local police should
become trained in basic methods of identity document
authentication. These ID checkers should have tools
available to assist in distinguishing counterfeit IDs from
valid IDs. Reference guides to state licenses are essential
tools for authentication, as counterfeit driver’s licenses are
most often used in states other than the state from which
the document is counterfeited.

Higher Quality
Readers:
Many companies are
already producing
high tech document
authenticators. These
machines can quickly
identify and distinguish
between genuine and counterfeit documents. When these
machines become more widespread, states can add certain
fail safe elements to bar codes that can only be picked up
by the scanner and are extremely difficult to counterfeit or
manipulate.

Increase Penalties:
In many states, counterfeit ID users currently only get
denied, not detained, and too often IDs aren’t even
confiscated. In other states, such as New York, penalties
for counterfeit IDs range from felonies to traffic law
infractions. One strategy to combat counterfeit ID use
could be for those states with weak or little enforcement
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to pass laws increasing the penalties to offenders. Many
states in the past year are attempting to do so, such as
Wisconsin, whose legislators are pushing through a bill that
allows retailers to file claims against counterfeit ID users
for up to $1,000. Another strategy is for law enforcement
to stop targeting low-level buyers so that police can simply
book them on lesser charges and hammer felonies on
coordinators – the middle men. Some states can revoke
licenses for a year for possession of a fake ID, with no
option for getting a conditional license.

Better Information Gathering:
At present, there is too little analysis of counterfeit
IDs. Law enforcement and policy makers remain under
informed about the production of fake IDs, where they are
coming from, where they are used, what they can be used
to do, and how to stop them.
One solution to this problem is to better inform the media.
Too often, popular media articles about criminal activity
involving fraudulent driver's licenses or ID cards cite "fake
IDs" or "bogus IDs". This leads the audience, which often
includes law enforcement in addition to the general public,
to believe that these IDs are almost always counterfeit.
In fact, in many of these cases the media misstate a
fraudulently obtained valid driver's license as a "fake ID".
The difference is that a fake - or counterfeit - ID is far more
detectable and far less dangerous than a valid ID that was
obtained and issued through a fraudulent application or
corrupt insider. Fraudulently obtained but valid IDs can
be used for a whole host of criminal activity that a true
"bogus ID" cannot.

International Cooperation:
Reciprocal law enforcement agreements are needed
to legitimize orderly apprehension of fake ID vendors
operating from Asia. IDChief operated from China for
years, making millions in profits, and only was brought
down after the Chinese Ambassador to the U.S. responded
to pressure from Capitol Hill and U.S. Homeland Security
(ICE). However, other off shore ID counterfeiters have
quickly moved to fill the gap left by IDChief's demise.
While INTERPOL has an active effort to enlist the aid of
law enforcement throughout the world, more aggressive
action must be take by the U.S. Department of Justice to
improve legal cooperation and reciprocal extradition.

At present, the United States and EU countries have laws
that make the counterfeiting of other countries' identity
documents a felony offense. Stronger International
agreements could establish the legal basis to shut down
cross border ID counterfeiters.

Better Case Guidance for Prosecutors and
Judges:
Too many counterfeiting prosecution efforts are dropped
by state and local courts because of inadequate procedure
for gathering evidence. The evidence shows only a
few states are effective at bringing identity document
counterfeiters to Courts, and convicting them once they
are arraigned.

How Much Work is there to do?
Right now, there are at least a dozen web site fake ID vendors operating from foreign shores, indifferent to U.S. laws
or concerns.
Every day, they are selling thousands of counterfeit
driver's licenses and state IDs to customers in the United
States and elsewhere. Anywhere, in fact, that an genuine
state-issued driver's license has value - even as far away
as Bulgaria where two terrorists rented cars with fake
Michigan IDs. This is a very serious problem that indirectly
takes lives, some by drunk driving, and some by violent
crime. It's time more effort was made to thwart such
foreign criminals.

About CSDL:
The Coalition for a Secure Driver’s License (CSDL), www.secure-license.
org, is a 501 (c) (3) not for profit, crime prevention, educational charity
incorporated in Washington, DC.
CSDL conducts research and provides information that addresses
public safety issues, fraud prevention benefits of stronger identity
authentication procedures, and the issuance of counterfeit proof
identity documents. CSDL essential research identifies best practices
for DMVs, fraud detection and prosecution and related identity
management topics. CSDL provides educational briefings and programs
for communities and organizations throughout the United States.
It is a national organization with over 10,000 members. CSDL is 100
percent funded by individual donor contributions and foundation
grants.
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